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AL SALAMAH Yacht: A Masterpiece of Maritime Elegance
The Al Salamah yacht was launched in 1999 by the reputable German shipyard, HDW and Mariotti Yachts, and originally belonged to the late Prince Sultan bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia.
At 139.3 meters (457 ft), Al Salamah is indeed an imposing presence in the yachting world and ranks among the largest superyachts globally.
The yacht has since changed hands and its current owner remains undisclosed.
Al Salamah Yacht Interior
There aren’t any official photos of the Al Salamah’s interiors available to the public due to the privacy of the owners.
However, considering the yacht’s striking and elegant exterior, it’s reasonable to assume that the interior follows a similar pattern of refined luxury.
Acclaimed British designer, Terence Disdale, is known to have worked on the yacht’s interior and exterior design, but details remain discreet.
The Al Salamah yacht, being one of the largest in the world, can house an incredible 40 guests onboard.
It also provides ample space for around 94 crew members who ensure that every need of the passengers is met promptly.
Features of this yacht include a movie theatre, a library, a business centre, a fully equipped gym, a spa, and an array of salons and event spaces.

[image: al salamah yacht 1]Al Salamah Yacht Specifications
MY Al Salamah was constructed in 1999 by German shipyard HDW in cooperation with Mariotti Yachts. At her launch, she was one of the largest yachts in the world.
The yacht measures 139.3 meters (457 ft) in length, with a beam of 18.5 meters (60.7 ft) and a draft of 4.65 meters (15.3 ft).
Al Salamah is powered by two MTU engines, allowing her to achieve a top speed of 21 knots.
Al Salamah Yacht Exterior
The exterior of Al Salamah was designed by Terence Disdale, a renowned British designer famous for his luxurious and elegant designs.
The exterior boasts a classical and timeless design, with a steel hull and aluminum superstructure, complete with a graceful white line.
This superyacht features a helipad and a vast range of deck spaces that are perfect for relaxation and entertainment.
Al Salamah Yacht Price
The Al Salamah yacht, given her size and luxurious amenities, has an estimated value in the hundreds of millions of dollars. However, the exact cost remains confidential.
Yearly operating costs for such a vessel can range in the tens of millions of dollars.
Al Salamah Yacht Owner
The late Prince Sultan bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia was the original owner of the Al Salamah yacht. However, the vessel has since changed hands, and the identity of the current owner remains undisclosed.
Al Salamah Yacht Amenities
Designed with an array of luxurious amenities, the Al Salamah yacht offers a well-equipped hospital, a fully functional movie theatre, a library, and a business center.
Fitness enthusiasts can benefit from a fully equipped gym and a spacious spa area.
Guests can also enjoy numerous salons and gathering spaces that are perfect for hosting events or simply relaxing. The Al Salamah also includes several large suites to offer a comfortable stay for guests onboard.
The yacht has extensive deck spaces that include areas for sunbathing and lounging, as well as a sizeable swimming pool.
Moreover, with a helipad on the deck, guests can conveniently fly in and out from the yacht, adding an extra layer of luxury to their experience.
Al Salamah Yacht Layout
The Al Salamah yacht can accommodate up to 40 guests across several lavish suites.
The rooms are spread across the yacht’s several decks, ensuring a spacious and luxurious stay for all guests onboard.
Besides, the yacht also provides space for a substantial crew of 94 members. These crew cabins are located below the deck and are designed to ensure the crew’s comfort while they ensure a smooth experience for the guests.
The Al Salamah yacht can achieve a top speed of 21 knots, thanks to her two MTU engines. The yacht also boasts an impressive cruising range, making her ideal for long voyages and exploring various locations around the globe.
She often cruises in the waters of the Mediterranean and has been spotted in several popular yachting hotspots.
Al Salamah Yacht Legacy
The Al Salamah yacht holds a significant place in yachting history. Upon her launch in 1999, she was one of the largest and most impressive superyachts in the world, setting a high bar for luxury yachting.
Although the yacht has changed ownership since then, she still maintains her majestic presence and remains one of the most iconic superyachts to grace the seas. The Al Salamah’s blend of luxury, elegance, and power truly makes her a masterpiece in the world of yachting.
Do you have anything to add to this listing?
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AL SALAMAH 141m Bahrain Royal Yacht by Lürssen Yachts
	€200,000,000

After Prince Sultan bin Abdul Azziz’s death, the yacht was put for sale for US$ 280 million.
Later the Al Salamah was de-listed and was gifted to Prince Salman bin Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, the Crown Prince of Bahrain. At the time of its construction, it was the third largest motor yacht in the world.The Yacht is strictly for private use.
Amongst the largest luxury yachts in the world, AL SALAMAH superyacht was launched in 1999 by the prestigious Lurssen shipyard in Germany featuring impressive eight decks in total. Constructed under the project name Mipos , standing for Mission Possible, mega yacht Al Salamah measures 139 metres in LOA. Her naval architecture was created by Lurssen with exterior and interior design by the respected Terence Disdale Design studio. She was refitted by Lurssen in 2006.
Al Salamah’s elegant and luxurious interior by Terence Disdale Design accommodates up to 40 guests in 22 cabins. The accommodation layout includes four Owner staterooms, ten VIP staterooms and eight guest cabins. The Owners’ staterooms are situated on the 7th deck together with the Owner’s hospital, office, gymnasium, hairdressing, lounge, secretary office and two staff rooms. The VIP dining and lounge, the VIP suites and the guests cabins can all be found on the 6th deck.
Guests and the yacht are services by a crew of 94 highly skilled professionals with accommodation in 37 crew cabins. Furthermore, the staff includes 59 people accommodated in 23 cabins. With a length of 139.30 metres, the vessel also features an amazing beam of 23.50 metres and a draft of 5 metres.
Al Salamah yacht is a displacement motor yacht, powered by two 8770 hp MTU diesel engines capable of reaching a top speed of 21.5 knots and a cruising speed of 17 knots. She was constructed with a steel hull and an aluminium superstructure to the Germanischer Lloyd AG standards.
To keep her guests entertained, relaxed and comfortable, mega yacht AL SALAMAH features a cinema, a library, a business centre, a fully equipped onboard hospital, two full-time beauticians, a gymnasium as well as a spa. She also boasts four tenders and one rescue boat.

Name: AL SALAMAH Year: 2000 Exterior: Terence Disdale Design Ltd. Interior Terence Disdale Design Ltd. Country: Saudi Arabia Top speed: 22 Cruise speed: 20 Listing ID: 106
	Price: €200,000,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]For Sale – M/Y SPARTA 67m Super Yacht by Heesen Ship Yard
	€100,000,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]M/Y LAUNCHPAD 119m Super Yacht by Feadship
	€300,000,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]M/Y MULTIVERSE 116m expedition yacht by Kleven Maritime

[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]For Sale – M/Y N2H 48m Super Yacht by Rossinavi
	€23,500,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]M/Y MADSUMMER 95m Charter yacht by Lürssen (20 Guests)
	€229,000,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]M/Y AALTO 80m Super Yacht by Oceanco
	€79,900,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]M/Y ATOS 48m Super Yacht by Admiral Yachts
	€22,000,000


[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]M/Y MAGNA GRECIA. 63m Super Yacht for sale
	€15,000,000
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[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]YOUR E-MAIL ALERTS
(CNN) -- There are yachts, there are luxury yachts, there are super-luxury yachts, and then there is the Al Salamah, a vessel beside which most similar boats look like little more than glorified pedalos.
Owned by Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz, the Saudi Defence Minister and son of the late King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, the Al Salamah is not a yacht in the true sense of the word.
She has no mast, no sails, no complicated bits of rope that you have to pull to make her move or turn.
Rather, she is the most exclusive member of an exclusive club of so-called mega-yachts, giant motorized vessels that have more in common with ocean liners than with traditional yachts.
Even by the rarified standards of this multi-million dollar world, the Al Salamah still stands out for its extraordinary opulence and high-spec engineering.
Powered by two 8770 hp MTU diesel engines, and with a top speed of 21.5 knots (39.8 kms/hour), she boasts, according to Xavier Penez of specialist Web site yachtandcrew.com, eight decks, 82 rooms, 8,000 square meters of living space, 3,300 square meters of teak decking and an estimated crew of 96.
As well as all the expected mega-yacht accessories such a helipad, Jacuzzis, cinema, motor-launches and interior design by a famous stylist -- in this case Britain's Terence Disdale -- she also possesses a number of unique extras, notably an indoor swimming pool covered by a glass roof.
She was designed and built -- under conditions of utmost secrecy -- by famed German shipyards HDW and Luerssen, and launched in 1999 (her original name, used during construction, was Mipos, short for "Mission Possible" -- an optimistic reference to the fact that her owners wanted her delivered so quickly and to such high specifications.)
Despite her impressive dimensions, she is not officially the largest motor yacht in the world, a record held by the 160-meter (525ft) Dubai.
Whereas the latter is a state owned vessel, however (it belongs to Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum, the Crown Prince of Dubai), the Al Salamah is in private hands, and although she is smaller -- a mere 140 meters (457ft) long and 23.5 meters (77ft) wide -- she remains the largest, and most luxuriously appointed non-state vessel currently cruising the high seas.
Details of her precise value are hard to determine -- "She is a pretty secretive yacht," admits Richard Thiel, Editor-in-Chief of Power and Motoryacht Magazine.
Based on the value of the world's second largest private yacht, however -- the 138-meter (452ft) Rising Sun, owned by Oracle's Larry Ellison -- she is worth at least $200 million, and probably more.
Sadly -- or perhaps fortunately given the amount of money it would probably cost -- the Al-Salamah is strictly a private vessel and is not available for public hire.
For those who fancy a taste of the nautical high-life, however, there are plenty of other hyper-luxurious alternatives, of which the cream of the crop are probably the 85.3 meter (280ft) Annaliesse and her identical sister ship the Alysia.
Owned and run by Monaco-based Liveras Yachts, the ships can accommodate up to 36 guests at a time, and offer, among other facilities, a cinema, a library, a business center, a fully-equipped on-board hospital, two full-time beauticians, a gymnasium and a giant spa including marble-faced Roman bath.
The rental cost per week: $800,000.
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[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]Motor Yacht
Al Salamah is a 139.30m (457.02ft) motor yacht, custom built in 1999. Terence Disdale is responsible for her beautiful exterior and interior design. She was last refitted in 2009.
Al Salamah has a steel hull and aluminium superstructure with a beam of 23.50m (77.10ft) and a 4.8m (15.75ft) draft. Performance + Capabilities Al Salamah is capable of 22 knots flat out, with a cruising speed of 17 knots from her 840,000-litre fuel tanks. Al Salamah Accommodation Al Salamah offers accommodation for up to 40 guests. She is also capable of carrying up to 96 crew members onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience.
	Yacht Builder Lurssen Yachts View profile
	Naval Architect Lurssen Yachts View profile
	Exterior Designer Terence Disdale View profile
	Interior Designer Terence Disdale View profile
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[image: Luxatic]These Are The 25 Biggest Yachts in the World!
By Vlad Craciun
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[image: Biggest Yachts in the World]Welcome to the fascinating realm of the world’s wealthiest individuals! For many of us, the luxurious lives of the rich and famous exist only in our wildest dreams.
However, there’s a select group of people who embody the opulence and prestige that we so often find ourselves daydreaming about. Get ready to step into their dazzling world, where the elite shine bright and capture our imagination.
Owning a superyacht is surely proof that you made it on a different level than the majority of the population. They are impressive, sleek vessels that make traveling by water so much more fun.

[image: Lurssen Dilbar]Those yachts that are some of the largest in the world offer some amenities more luxurious than your typical five-star hotel. You will find helicopter landing pads, spas, cinemas, and onboard swimming pools, just to name a few.
Most of those luxury yachts are privately owned, but there are few of them available for charter, should you be interested.
Here’s the list of the 25 biggest yachts in the world.
	25. Octopus – 413 feet (126m)


[image: Lurssen Octopus Yacht]Built in 2003 in Germany by shipyard Lurssen, Octopus was owned by Paul Allen, co-founder of Microsoft.
Espen Oeino is the designer behind this superyacht, while the interiors were decorated by Jonathan Quinn Barnett.
It features an impressive deck that boasts a glass-bottom swimming pool, a helicopter pad, as well as an internal dock that can fit a 20 meter submarine.
	24. Al Mirqab – 436 feet (133m)


[image: Al Mirqab yacht]Peterswerft is the builder of this majestic superyacht that was finished in 2008 in Germany. Al Mirqab’s owner is Hamad Bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani, it accommodates 60 guests and is manned by 60 crew members.
The four floors are joined by a grand staircase that is surrounded by suspended glass artwork created by Dale Chihuly.
	23. Serene – 439 feet (133.9m)


[image: Fincantieri SERENE Yacht]Owned by a Russian businessman, Serene was delivered in 2011 by the renowned Italian shipyard Fincantieri. The interior space was designed by Reymond Langton, and it accommodates a crew of 52 members plus 24 guests.
Featuring seven decks, a hangar, and two helipads, this superyacht comes with many other impressive amenities. Among them are underwater viewing ports plus its own custom submarine.
	22. Crescent – 445 feet (135.6m)


[image: Lurssen CRESCENT Yacht]This yacht is one of the most well-known yachts in the world, yet we don’t have any details about its owner. Most likely some Russian billionaire, but the identity of the current owner has never been revealed.
Built in 2018 in Germany by Lurssen, the sleek Crescent yacht accommodates 18 guests. The 40 person crew and all the bells and whistles make it worth $600 million.
The design was executed by Espen Oeino, while the interiors were fitted and perfectly curated by Zuretti Interior Designs.
	21. Savarona – 446 feet (136m)


[image: Blohm & Voss Savarona yacht]Owned by the Government of Turkey, the Savarona was built by Blohm & Voss in 1931. The German yacht builders have a few models under their belt, this one being their second largest superyacht, also their oldest one.
Designed by Cox & Stevens, the yacht accommodates 34 guests plus 48 person crew members. At $100 million, it is one of the most affordable yachts on this list.
Decades ago it was worth $4 million, but in 1989 the owner of the Turkish Sadikoglu Group refurbished it for the astounding sum of $50 million, which raised its worth considerably.
	20. Flying Fox – 446 feet (136m)


[image: Lurssen Flying Fox yacht]Built by German yacht manufacturer Lurssen, the Flying Fox was finished in 2019. Although rumor has it that the owner is Jeff Bezos, there’s no concrete evidence to back up that claim.
We do know that it’s been chartered by power couple Beyonce and husband Jay-Z last year, for the cool sum of $3 million a week. You will find this yacht mostly around the islands of Capri and Sardinia, Cannes, even Norway.
It can accommodate 22 guests plus a crew of 54 people, making it one of the most expensive charter yachts in the world.
	19. Rising Sun – 454 feet (138.4m)


[image: Lurssen Rising Sun yacht]Larry Ellison, the CEO of Oracle Corporation sold the Rising Sun to David Geffin, the new owner of this $400 million superyacht back in 2010.
Built in 2004 by German ship makers Lurssen, it accommodates 16 guests plus 45 crew members. The impressive attention to details of its interiors make the onyx and teak complement each other to perfection.
Among its most notable amenities you’ll find a basketball court that also serves as a helicopter landing pad, a sauna, a full gym, private cinema, among a few others.
	18. Al Salamah – 457 feet (139.3m)


[image: Lurssen Al Salamah]The Crown Prince of Bahrain is the official owner of this superyacht today, after he received it as a gift from the Omani Royal Fleet.
This superyacht accommodates 40 guests and 134 crew members, which makes it one of the largest on the planet.
It was built in 1999 by German shipmaker Lurssen along with the consortium of Howaldtswerke Deutsche Werft, or HDW. Rumor has it that it has its own hospital, five galleys, and an underwater treadmill for physical therapy.
	17. Scheherazade – 459 feet (140m)


[image: Lurssen Scheherazade yacht]Luxurious Scheherazade is not a superyacht that holds back on essentials nor glam amenities.
Although many superyachts like to keep some details secretive, even the building process and its introduction were kept under wraps with only a codename available, Project Lightning.
Its name refers to a female character from the Middle estern series One Thousand and One Nights.
Built in 2020 by the same acclaimed German yacht brand , Lurssen, this massive superyacht is worth $700 million, and it accommodates 18 guests and a crew of 40 members.
	16. Ocean Victory – 460 feet (140.2m)


[image: Fincantieri Ocean Victory yacht]You will find this superyacht all over the world, as it traveled from Southeast Asia to Europe, among other destinations.
Russian billionaire Viktor Rashnikov is the owner of this upgraded vessel. Built in 2014 in Italy by Fincantieri, this luxurious yacht can fit a crew of 56 plus 28 guests.
The 300-square meter spa area and six individual swimming pools you’ll find on board are only a few amenities this beautiful vessel offers.
	15. Solaris – 461 feet (140.5m)


[image: Lloyd Werft Solaris yacht]While undergoing sea trials in the North Sea, the secret surrounding the build and everything else concerning this vessel came out.
Built only last year by German shipmaker Lloyd Werft, the $600 million superyacht fits a crew of 60 and 60 guests. Its most notable feature is undoubtedly its beach club that’s located on the top floor.
Among other luxurious features you will find a crane that launches tenders, several subs, and a large helipad. Owned by Roman Abramovich, the interiors must be decorated with the utmost style.
	14. Yas – 463 feet (141m)


[image: Yas Yacht]The rather unusual seamless design of the Yas makes this superyacht stand out from the others on our list.
Owner Hamdan bin Zayed al Nayhan requested a style that lived up to his navy background, therefore its abstract lines and design details are in sync with his lavish lifestyle.
Originally built in 1981 by Dutch shipmaker Koninklijke Schelde, Hamdan had it deconstructed and rebuilt to his own preference by ADM Shipyards. The ship fits 60 guests and a crew of 60 members.
	13. Dream Symphony – 463 feet (141m)


[image: Dream Symphony Yacht]The seamless presentation and stunning design of Dream Symphony will make sailing a real dream come true.
Built in Turkey this year by Dream Ship Victory, this yacht has not been completed as far as we know, but it will be ready to hit the high seas in the near future.
The interior is styled by Ken Freivokh, who used unique wood building technology in order to create one of the greenest superyachts to ever exist.
It is equipped with a teak deck and a humongous glass swimming pool in its center, and a rising floor that will be used for helicopter landings. It will fit 18 guests and 32 crew members.
	12. Nord – 465 feet


[image: Lurssen Nord yacht]With a never before seen bow, Nord’s design is distinctive and unique. Its overall unusual look has been referred to as ‘a warship wearing a tuxedo’, by the Italian designer Dan Lenard of Nuvolari Lenard studio.
The owner, Alexei Mordashov, wanted a ship that is designed to calmly cruise and explore the world . Built in 2020 by German shipyard Lurssen, it accommodates a crew of 40 and 24 guests.
Among some of its coolest amenities are a diving sports center on the lower deck, while on the top deck you can overlook the ocean from the swimming pool.
	11. Sailing Yacht A – 468 feet (142.6m)


[image: Nobiskrug Sailing Yacht A]More than just a pretty face, A boasts a futuristic, sleek design. Built in Germany in 2017 by Nobiskrug , it is owned by Andrey Melinchenko.
The yacht is worth $300 million US dollars, it has a crew of 54, and can fit 24 guests. It is made for cruising and equipped with lots of the latest technology.
The elements of the sea will not bother its occupants while onboard. Smooth sailing is what guests will experience aboard the A.
	10. El Mahrousa – 478 feet


[image: El Mahrousa]Probably the oldest superyacht to ever exist, El Mahrousa was built in 1863 by shipyard Samuda Brothers of England. Translated from Arabic to mean The Protected, it was at one point called El Horreya, which means Freedom.
Owned by the President of Egypt, the superyacht has seen many restorations throughout the decades.
We don’t have much details about its interior, the price, or even the number of guests it can accommodate. We do know that a staff of 160 crew members are onboard while at sea.
	9. Prince Abdulaziz – 482 feet (146.9m)


[image: Prince Abdulaziz yacht]Built in 1984 by Danish shipyard Helsingor Vaerft , it’s worth about $100 million dollars today. The owner of this lavish vessel is none other than Prince Abdullah Aziz bin Fahd.
Originally ordered to be custom made by King Fahd, it was passed on to his sons.
The redecoration project the ship underwent in 2007 took 15 months to complete, and the design was created by the late David Hicks. It accommodates 64 guests, with a crew of 65 members.
	8. A+ – 483 feet (148.4m)


[image: Lurssen A+ yacht]Previously called Topaz, the A+ yacht is in the top ten of the largest superyachts in the world today. When it was built back in 2012 by Lurssen, it was the fourth largest in the world, but it lost its top spot after a few years.
Despite that, it is a very impressive ship that comes with endless luxurious amenities. The swimming pool has its own platform and underwater lights, and among some of its coolest features are the mini-submarine, a catamaran, and inflatable boats.
Owned by Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahya, he has a crew of 79 onboard, and can accommodate an additional 62 guests.
	7. Al Said – 508 feet (154.8m)


[image: Lussen Al Said]While being created, this superyacht was referred to as Project Sunflower in order to preserve its privacy.
Delivered to the Sultan of Oman in 2008, this superyacht was also built by German shipyard Lurssen. With a 140 crew member and 65 guests, the Al Said has a concert room and an orchestra of 65 musicians on board.
Although other details are unknown to us, we can only assume the luxurious accommodations it boasts.
	6. Dilbar – 511 feet (155.8m)


[image: Lurssen Dilbar Yacht]Project Omar, as it was better known while in construction, Dilbar was imagined by exterior designer Espen Oeino with Andrew Winch adding his magic for the yacht’s glamorous interiors.
Built in 2015 by Lurssen of Germany, it is the largest known superyacht by interior volume. A classy design, the Dilbar comes equipped with a large private cinema, a beach club, spa, and a salon that has its own piano, among other glamorous features.
It is owned by Alisher Usmanov, and it accommodates 40 guests and a crew of 80 members.
	5. Blue – 524 feet (159.7m)


[image: Lurssen Blue Yacht]Also created under a codename, Project Blue was unveiled earlier last year as it was handed over to its owner, Sheik Mansour Al Nahyan.Valued at over $600 million US dollars, it fits a crew of 80 members and 48 guests.
Designed by Terence Disadle, its numerous luxurious amenities are not yet known, but we can only imagine.
The fifth largest superyacht in the world had a beam of 22.5 meters, or 73 feet, and a total tonnage of 15,320 GT.
The innovative after-treatment system and wastewater treatment plan make it one of the most eco-friendly vessels to sail the waters.
	4. Dubai – 531 feet (161.8m)


[image: Blohm & Voss Dubai Yacht]In the planning stages, the massive Dubai yacht went through a few names before its final name.
Golden Star, Platinum, and Panhandle were among the contenders until its owner, the ruler of Dubai, Sheik Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum decided to name it after its home emirate.
You can imagine the numerous luxurious amenities onboard: two jacuzzis, a huge swimming pool, plus the decor fit for royalty.
Built by Blohm & Voss and Lurssen in 1998, the large ship fits 115 guests and a crew of 88 members.
	3. Eclipse – 533 feet (162.5m)


[image: Blohm & Voss Eclipse Yacht]From start to finish, it took five years for Eclipse to be complete. This award winning superyacht focused more on being decked out appropriately.
Incredibly spacious, Eclipse is decorated with a neutral color palette throughout, and it has endless rooms to fit 30 guests and a crew of 70 members.
Built in 2009 by German shipyard Blohm & Voss, it is owned by Roman Abramovich. He put an emphasis on luxurious facilities such as a humongous swimming pool and more than one helipad.
Designer Terry Disdale had free reign as far as architectural design went.
	2. Fulk Al Salamah – 538 feet (164m)


[image: Fulk Al Salamah Yacht]The Ship Of Peace, or Fulk al Salamah , was developed under the codename Project Saffron back in 2016. It was built in Italy by the shipyard Mariotti, and it is better known for its use as a transport ship for the Royal Navy Of Oman.
Owned by Sultan Haitham bin Tariq, it serves as a support vessel to enforce ties within the Sultanate.
Fit to accommodate a crew of 100 members, 40 of some of the most influential guests are often seen aboard. Needless to say, the luxurious superyacht boasts some of the best features available in the world.
	1. Azzam – 592 feet (180.4m)


[image: Lurssen Azzam yacht]The shipyard that brought us 13 out of the 25 world’s largest superyachts in the world, Lurssen is the builder of the world’s largest-ever bespoke superyacht as well.
Owned by none other than one of the world’s richest men, Sheik Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, it was designed under the watchful eye of Mubarak Saad al Ahabhi.
Built in 2013, the massive Azzam superyacht accommodates a crew of 60 members on top of 30 guests. The plans for its interiors were confirmed even before the exterior was completed.
With more than 4,000 people working on this beauty, the work took four years total to complete.
Final Thoughts
This sums up our list of the 25 biggest yachts in the world. Pretty impressive, right?
As other superyachts continue being built, the list might see some adjustments in the future. But for now, these are the largest superyachts in the world to sail the waters.
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Vlad has over 7 years of experience writing content about subjects such as travel, cars, motorcycles, tech & gadgets, and his newly discovered passion, watches. He’s in love with two wheeled machines and the freedom and the thrills that motorcycle travel provides. Learn more about Luxatic's Editorial Process .
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September 29, 2022, introduction.
AL SALAMAH is a luxury yacht that belongs to Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa. He is the Crown Prince and Prime Minister of Bahrain. Furthermore, he is the eldest son of King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa . He earned a BA degree in political science at the American University in Washington D.C.. Additionally, he went on to earn a Master of Philosophy degree in history and philosophy of science from Queens' College, Cambridge, England. In 2001 Al Khalifa was sworn in as the Crown Prince of the Kingdom of Bahrain. Check out the AL SALAMAH yacht below.
The yacht has 20 bedrooms and over 20 bathrooms, with over 5,000 square feet of space inside. This is one of the largest yachts in the world. There is a crew of 96. It has 20 separate cabins designated just for staff. There is also an elevator inside the enormous yacht. Additionally, the interior was designed by Terence Disdale. Al Salamah includes a pool, a beauty salon and a gym. As well as full air conditioning. Moreover, is there anything this yacht does not offer? Lastly, would you like to live in this yacht? Please leave your thoughts below.
Specifications: AL SALAMAH Yacht
Bedrooms: 20
Bathrooms: 20+
Square Feet: 5,000+ sq ft
Price: $280 MILLION
Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa Net Worth: $2 billion
Photos: AL SALAMAH Yacht

[image: AL SALAMAH Yacht]In conclusion, I hope you enjoyed reading about the AL SALAMAH yacht. Furthermore, please leave your thoughts and comments below. Finally, read some other articles like this one on our frontpage .
Lastly, which other celebrity yachts would you like to see on our site? Please leave the names of other celebrities that you would like to see on here. Check us out on Instagram too and like and follow. Leave your thoughts on our Facebook wall, or on Instagram in the comments of our posts.
Share this:
Leave a reply.
Your email address will not be published. Required fields are marked *
As the weather warms up in Toronto, businesses tend to get busier, but the weather tends to present its own challenges, not least of which is the increased activity of pests. From ants marching in lines across your office kitchen to more troubling infesters like rodents scurrying in the shadows, the presence of pests can […]
Image download link: https://ibb.co/BjhVST2 Are you tired of spending bucks on trips for office outings? If yes, ditch such tired old team-building exercises. Instead of doing such things, you can inject some excitement into your next corporate outing with Escape Rooms. Recently, they've emerged as a popular team-building activity offering participants an engaging and unique […]
When running a business, insurance may not be a priority because profits, revenues, and customer retention take the front seat. However, considering the volatility and risks, it is as vital as any other operational function. Unfortunately, 90% of small business owners in the US think their companies are not adequately insured. That means they may […]
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This Yacht is not for Charter*
SIMILAR YACHTS FOR CHARTER
View Similar Yachts
Or View All luxury yachts for charter
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AL SALAMAH yacht NOT for charter*
139.29m  /  457' | lurssen | 1999 / 2006.
Owner & Guests
Cabin Configuration
	Previous Yacht

Special Features:
	Elevator for convenient access
	Swimming pool
	Eleven VIP cabins
	Germanischer Lloyd classification
	Interior design from Terence Disdale

The 139.29m/457' motor yacht 'Al Salamah' was built by Lurssen in Germany at their Kiel / Bremen shipyard. Her interior is styled by English designer design house Terence Disdale and she was delivered to her owner in September 1999. This luxury vessel's exterior design is the work of Terence Disdale and she was last refitted in 2006.
Guest Accommodation
Al Salamah has been designed to comfortably accommodate up to 40 guests in 20 suites comprising eleven VIP cabins. Additionally, there are 23 staff cabins aboard. She is also capable of carrying up to 96 crew onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience.
Onboard Comfort & Entertainment
Her features include a beauty salon, beauty salon, elevator, gym and air conditioning.
Range & Performance
Al Salamah is built with a steel hull and aluminium superstructure, with teak decks. Powered by twin diesel MTU (20V 1163 TB73) 20-cylinder 8,837hp engines running at 1250rpm, she comfortably cruises at 17 knots, reaches a maximum speed of 21 knots. Al Salamah features at-anchor stabilizers providing exceptional comfort levels. Her water tanks store around 430,000 Litres of fresh water. She was built to Germanischer Lloyd classification society rules, and is MCA Compliant.
*Charter Al Salamah Motor Yacht
Motor yacht Al Salamah is currently not believed to be available for private Charter. To view similar yachts for charter , or contact your Yacht Charter Broker for information about renting a luxury charter yacht.
Al Salamah Yacht Owner, Captain or marketing company
'Yacht Charter Fleet' is a free information service, if your yacht is available for charter please contact us with details and photos and we will update our records.
Al Salamah Photos

[image: Al Salamah Yacht ]NOTE to U.S. Customs & Border Protection
Specification
M/Y Al Salamah
SIMILAR LUXURY YACHTS FOR CHARTER
Here are a selection of superyachts which are similar to Al Salamah yacht which are believed to be available for charter. To view all similar luxury charter yachts click on the button below.
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from $2,831,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $1,500,000 p/week

[image:  charter yacht]Carinthia VII
97m | Lurssen
from $1,525,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $1,307,000 p/week ♦︎

[image:  charter yacht]107m | Olympic Yacht Services
from $2,178,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $1,742,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $4,359,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $1,962,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $3,000,000 p/week
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from $1,400,000 p/week
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from $1,526,000 p/week ♦︎
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from $757,000 p/week ♦︎ *
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The YachtCharterFleet Difference
YachtCharterFleet makes it easy to find the yacht charter vacation that is right for you. We combine thousands of yacht listings with local destination information, sample itineraries and experiences to deliver the world's most comprehensive yacht charter website.
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[image: Scoop Empire]A Symbol Of Luxury: Superb Yachts Owned By Powerful Arabs Within The Middle East
What comes to mind when you hear the word yacht all of a sudden? Personally, I believe that they are the second-largest symbol of luxury after private jets. Imagine them as floating mansions that represent luxury in its entirety. Super yachts, mega yachts, private yachts, and charter yachts are a few of the several types of yachts that currently exist. Each of these types of yachts may be found in the Middle East, and we’ll examine the most opulent ones that Arabs in the region own.
Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, the former Prince of Qatar, is the owner of this $400 million superyacht. Right now, it’s ranked as the 23rd-largest yacht in the world. However, if it was judged on volume, she would come in even higher, having room for between 28 and 35 passengers in addition to 60 and 90 crew members. In 2016, while she was docked in Montenegro, there was a little fire in the engine room, according to YachtBible . Despite the fact that the fire was little and could be put out in less than 15 minutes, she was nonetheless taken to Lurssen Yachts in Hamburg for internal renovations.

[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]Originally, this yacht was built for a Russian tycoon, but Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia fell in love with it and he purchased it for $650 million. Built by one of the most famous Italian shipyards, Fincantieri , in 2011, Serene provides accommodation for 24 guests in 12 cabins. It includes two helipads, an indoor climbing wall, a fully equipped spa, three swimming pools, and an underwater viewing room plus space for a large submarine. This beauty is considered one of the largest yachts in the world; at the time of her creation it was placed as the ninth largest yacht in the world.
The German shipbuilder HDW placed an order for the yacht Al Salamah in 1998. It was mainly built for the previous Saudi defense minister, Prince Sultan Al Saud. It has a crew of 94 and can house an extra 56 staff members for a total crew of 150, also, it can seat 40 guests in 22 cabins. A car garage, three hospitals (one for the owners, one for visitors, and one for the crew), and a hair salon are just a few of its unique amenities. The yacht was put up for sale for $280 million following the death of Saudi Arabia’s Prince Sultan bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud in 2011, but was later given as a gift to Bahrain’s Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa.

[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]Business Insider claims that the Azzam is the biggest superyacht in the world. Its construction took four years and was reported to have cost $600 million. Even the 533-foot superyacht Eclipse, owned by Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich, which had previously held the title of largest yacht in the world, was overtaken by Azzam. The president of the UAE, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al-Nahyan is now the lucky owner, with its 94,000 horsepower, the boat has hit a speed of 31.5 knots, or about 37 miles per hour, which is believed to be the fastest speed for a yacht longer than 300 feet.
Owned by the deputy prime minister of the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Topaz is thought to be worth $525 million. With a length of 147 meters, it is among the biggest yachts in the world, there are two helipads, plus of course a swimming pool. The boat, which ranks as the fifth-largest yacht in the world, was launched in May 2012 by the renowned German shipyard Lurssen . Topaz is a displacement yacht with two engines, each with 7,990 horsepower, that can propel it to a top speed of 25 knots and a cruising speed of 23 knots.

[image: al salamah yacht bahrain]According to Superyacht Builders Association (SYBAss), 193 superyachts, or 12 percent of the global fleet of yachts over 40 meters in length are owned by people from the Middle East with an average length of 63 meters – the highest in the world.
WE SAID THIS: Don’t forget…. Brace Yourselves, Mega-Yachts Are Coming To Dubai

[image: '  data-src=]Belal is an aspiring journalist with a strong interest in politics, sports, and movies. While studying at St. Lawrence University, he earned a political science degree with a minor in global studies. Traveling is one of his favorite hobbies and passions in life since he believes it allows us to gain more experience and better understand ourselves.
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	Al Salamah
Al Salamah is a motor yacht which was the property of the former Saudi Arabian Crown Prince, Sultan bin Abdulaziz. In 2013 it was put on sale for US$280 million but later it was given to Bahraini Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa as a gift. At the time of its construction, it was the third largest motor yacht in the world. Creation




	AL SALAMAH Yacht • King of Saudi Arabia $280M Superyacht
The yacht has been flying the Bahraini Flag for many months, and the Royal Family of Bahrain now owns the yacht AL RAYA. According to sources, Al Salamah was eventually gifted back to the Royal Family of Saudi Arabia and is now considered the official yacht of the King of Saudi Arabia.




	AL SALAMAH Yacht • King of Saudi Arabia $300M Superyacht
1K. Share. 230K views 8 years ago. Rare interior photos of the luxury yacht Al Salamah. Al Salamah is owned by the Crown Prince of Bahrain. She was built for Prince Sultan of Saudi...




	His Highness SALMAN BIN HAMAD BIN ISA AL KHALIFA: A ...
Connections to the King of Saudi Arabia. Prince Salman bin Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa's influence extends beyond Bahrain's borders. Notable international connections include ties to the King of Saudi Arabia. The yacht Al Salamah was reportedly gifted to the Saudi monarch, illustrating the strong bond between these two leading Gulf nations.




	AL SALAMAH Yacht: A Masterpiece of Maritime Elegance
The Al Salamah yacht was launched in 1999 by the reputable German shipyard, HDW and Mariotti Yachts, and originally belonged to the late Prince Sultan bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia. At 139.3 meters (457 ft), Al Salamah is indeed an imposing presence in the yachting world and ranks among the largest superyachts globally.




	Meet the New World's Largest Yacht: Superyacht 'Fulk Al Salamah'
Fulk Al Salama has not yet officially been confirmed by her shipyard as the world's largest yacht by volume, but several sources point to her taking the title from the current holder, the 156m/512ft superyacht DILBAR launched earlier this year by Lurssen. With a beam of 22m, DILBAR possesses a gross tonnage of 15,917 GT.




	Yacht Al Salamah • Lurssen • 1999 • Location
Location of the yacht Al Salamah.




	Lurssen Al Salamah Superyacht: Features, Photos & Specifications
Lurssen Al Salamah. Superyacht. Lurssen Al Salamah. Lurssen Yachts Terence Disdale Design. Built. 1999. Length. 139.3 m. GRT. 12234 reg. tons. Overview Specifications Photo gallery Videos Documents. Lurssen Al Salamah Overview. 40. guest. 20. cabin. 96. crew. The kings of Saudi Arabia are used to living the high life.




	Al Salamah Superyacht
Click to view the full table of specifications for Al Salamah superyacht, including accommodation, performance, equipment and amenities.




	AL SALAMAH 141m Bahrain Royal Yacht by Lürssen Yachts
€200,000,000. Overview. Description. After Prince Sultan bin Abdul Azziz's death, the yacht was put for sale for US$ 280 million. Later the Al Salamah was de-listed and was gifted to Prince Salman bin Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, the Crown Prince of Bahrain.




	Inside $280 million Superyacht Al Salamah
Inside $280 million Superyacht Al SalamahAl salamah is a 139.29 m Motor Yacht, built in Germany by Lürssen and delivered in 1999.On the ranking of the larges...




	CNN.com
The Al Salamah is more of an ocean liner than a yacht. YOUR E-MAIL ALERTS. Ultimate. | What Is This? (CNN) -- There are yachts, there are luxury yachts, there are super-luxury yachts,...




	ALWAELI Yacht • King of Bahrain $40M Superyacht
Bahrain Royal Family Yachts. The Bahrain royal family also owns the yacht Al Salamah, one of the largest yachts in the world in terms of volume. Al Salamah was built for the late Prince Sultan bin Abdul Azziz of Saudi Arabia. Following his passing, Al Salamah was initially listed for sale at EUR 280 million but was later delisted and gifted to ...




	139.0m Al Salamah Superyacht
139.0m Al Salamah Superyacht | Luxury Motor Yacht | Superyachts.com. Sign up to our newsletter Read indepth magazine. Find anything, super fast. Fast find. $ € m. ft. Open search. For sale. Yacht Search. For charter. Charter Search. New Build. Yacht Concepts. Yacht Models. Custom Yachts. Directory. Yacht Brokers. Yacht Builders. Yacht Refitters.




	These Are The 25 Biggest Yachts in the World!
Lurssen Al Salamah yacht The Crown Prince of Bahrain is the official owner of this superyacht today, after he received it as a gift from the Omani Royal Fleet. This superyacht accommodates 40 guests and 134 crew members, which makes it one of the largest on the planet.




	AL SALAMAH (Yacht)
Al Salamah is a motor yacht which was the property of the late Saudi Arabian crown prince, Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz. At the time of its construction, it ...




	AL SALAMAH YACHT: Royal and Luxurious
Introduction. AL SALAMAH is a luxury yacht that belongs to Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa. He is the Crown Prince and Prime Minister of Bahrain. Furthermore, he is the eldest son of King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa. He earned a BA degree in political science at the American University in Washington D.C..




	Al Salamah Yacht
| GT. | Lürssen Yachts. | 1999. Al Salamah Yacht Overview. About Al Salamah Yacht. Al Salamah is a motor yacht with an overall length of m. The yacht's builder is Lürssen Yachts from Germany, who launched Al Salamah in 1999. The superyacht has a beam of m, a draught of m and a volume of GT.




	Yacht Al Salamah • Lurssen • 1999 • Photos & Video
Contact the Author: Peter. Follow on Twitter Subscribe to RSS Feed. Yacht Owners Database JAN 2024. Share this entry. Photos and videos of the motor yacht Al Salamah. We believe her current owner is the King of Saudi Arabia.




	AL SALAMAH Yacht
Special Features: Elevator for easy access between floors. Swimming pool. Eleven VIP cabins. Germanischer Lloyd classification. Interior design from Terence Disdale. The 139.29m/457' motor yacht 'Al Salamah' was built by Lurssen in Germany at their Kiel / Bremen shipyard.




	A Symbol Of Luxury: Superb Yachts Owned By Powerful Arabs Within The
Al Salamah. The German shipbuilder HDW placed an order for the yacht Al Salamah in 1998. It was mainly built for the previous Saudi defense minister, Prince Sultan Al Saud. It has a crew of 94 and can house an extra 56 staff members for a total crew of 150, also, it can seat 40 guests in 22 cabins.




	FULK AL SALAMAH Yacht • Sultan Haitham bin Tariq $500M Superyacht
Step into the captivating world of the Fulk Al Salamah Yacht, a majestic vessel used as a 'Royal Support Vessel' that sails to strengthen international ties, bearing the legacy of Omani heritage. Discover its notable specifications, grand interior, and royal ownership.




	Al Salamah yacht
The super-yacht Al Salamah is one of the largest personal yachts, which was built ever. The yacht is property of the Saudi Arabian defense minister - Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz and has amazing measurements. The length of Al Salamah yacht is 139.30 meters, the beam is 23.50 meters and the maximum draft of 5.00 meters.
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